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**Title word cross-reference**


/calmodulin [YCC+21]. /CK1 [LTL+20].

2 [CLC+21, LZZ+21]. 2/3 [LZZ+21]. 2G [GL20].

3 [BLZ+21, FIK+20, LZZ+21, MVMM20, YLC+21]. 3-dependent [BD20]. 30 [LMJ+20]. 33 [CM21]. 3D [vLEM+20, MSX+21].

4 [HRB+21]. 40S [KPA+20, HGK20, KPA+16]. 43 [DSY+22, GWR+21, HCL+21].

5 [FIK+05, PBPBS22]. 5/SPG11/SPG15 [HHGR21].

6 [YJX+20].

7 [WYL21].


adaptors

adapts

ADO-ribosylation

ADO-ribose

Advocating

Advocating

AdoMet

AdoMet

ADP [CGK+22, KSP+21]. ADP-ribosyl [KSP+21]. ADP-ribosylation [CGK+22]. adrenal [MND+20]. adult [LTL+20].

Advocating [MP21c]. Afadin [SMS+20]. affinity [CT20]. after

[AHY+21, HH21, RLS+20, ZSJ21]. adaptors

[CHK+22, FC21, SBV+20, WPCB+21]. adapts

[AP21]. Adding [LC20]. adenomatous [EYC+20]. Adenoviral [DRC+20]. Adherens

[OHY+20, PYY+21, SMS+20, YKSC+22]. adhesion

[CFV+21, CLH+20, GMB+20, HZ21]. adhesions

[RRBV+21, WZTM+20]. adhesive [VOR+21]. adipocyte [SHD+21]. adipogenesis [APL+21].


Advocating [MP21c]. Afadin [SMS+20]. affinity [CT20]. after

[CLL+21b, RCH+20, WMS+21]. against [KKZ+22]. aging

[LJJ+21, LTL+20, PHAM+20, SHGG21]. AIF's [MRG+20]. AIS [Let20]. AIS-located [Let20]. AKT [MRL+21, CDLZ+22, Smy22], ai [AR20].


[AMG+20, SSD+22]. altering [WXM22]. alternate [CYU+21].

Alternative [MLL+20]. alters [BGG+21]. amino [ATTF20]. amoeboid

[KRH+21]. Amon [VM21]. AMPA [CFD+20, GLGL+21]. amphipathic

[CT20]. amplification [DSMB20, KVG+20]. amplified [MTD20].

amplifying [WTS+21]. Ana2 [MSR+20]. analyses [KST+21]. Analysis

[AMG+20, CLH21]. Ananthanarayanan [MP21c]. anaphase

[DP+20, SBE20, SWS+21a]. anchor [LD21, Mar21, TWY+22]. anchored

[AHY+21, CLC+21, CM21]. anchoring [GCL+21]. anchors

[BPF+21, LM21, OMK+22, WAOS+21]. ancient [BD20]. aneuploidy

[SRW+21, Ver21]. Angelika [VM21]. angiogenesis [CKM+20, EM20].

Angulina [SFO+21]. Angulin-1 [SFO+21]. anillin [MSC+20]. anillin-like

[MSC+20]. Anisotropic [BRD+21]. ANKRD24 [KLB+22]. ankyrin


antagonism [JMC+20]. anterograde [BS20a]. antibody

[MRG+20, SSH21, TSL+20]. antioxidant [LRL+20]. antioxidants

[CGBMC20]. AP [BLZ+21, HHR21]. AP-5 [HHR21].


APC-Cdh1 [SGW+20]. APEX [NGG+20]. APEX2 [TPM+21]. apical

[AHV+20, BRD+21, HSS21, LRM+20, MHGM22, RBL22, ZLS+21]. apico

[HMT+21]. apico-basal [HMT+21]. aPKC [DLZ+20]. APLN

[TJAG+21]. apoptosis [FCt+20, YSC+02, YSC+21]. apparatus

[Bur21, GVD+20a, GVD+20b]. appendages [KRHP+21, VHPP+20].

architecture [TWH+21, WJW+22]. area [WB20]. Arf [KCP+21]. Arf/Rab

[KCP+21]. Arf6 [OMK+22]. Arfs [PBPBS22]. arginine [CYU+21].

Argonaute [ANR+20]. Argonaute-1 [ANR+20]. Arp2 [BD20, MV20].


assemble [BT20, SdRVH+21, TNLPF20]. assembled [EYC+20].
Beyond assemblies [CLL+21a]. Assembling [CS20]. Assembly
[WMS+21, AH20a, BZD+21, BVYW20, BP20, BOW+22, CWX+21, CYH+21, DCK+20, FDA21, Goo20, HESH+22, HKG20, KMW20, LSD+20a, LW20b, MHGM22, MRG+20, RVNS21, SHLS22, SPS+20, SHG21, SWT+22, SLH+20b, TOL+20, WMS+20, WTU+21, WLM+21, YKSC+22, ZXW+20].


Augmented [WBR+20]. Aurora [BDD20, CRZ+21, DKCT21, HHT+20, INM+21, LZC+20, PKY+20, PRB+20, PGB20, SBEB20, TSP21, ZBY+21]. Autocrine [KIV+20]. Autophagic [AAF+20, KAH+21]. Autophagosome [MLS20, CCV+21, CMT+21, OTOF21]. Autophagosomes [hYKO+20a, hYKO+20b, hYKO+21].


CDK4/6, CBX2, [BZD20].

LAH, CAMSAPs [CVT+21].

CAMSAPs [CVT+21].

Cancer
[CKR+20, AMG+20, BDR20, BDS+21, BW20, SDD+22, MTD20, MP22d, O’D20a, RCDMM20, SP5+20, TMG+21, TW20, TG21].

cancers
[MOS+20, VGK+21].

canonical [AT21, Cas22, LSD+20a].

Can’t [MMC20].

capacity [LFD+21, OZW+21].

Caprin1 [KPA+16, KPA+20].

Captive [MP22a].

captures [CMT+21].

carbon [RCDMM20].

Cargo
[GNML+20, AANLL+20, DF22, EEW+22, HIH21, SNY+21, SBV+20, TEH+20, WAK+20].
cargoes [ARCM20].
carrier [LML+21].
carriers [BLZ+21].

CARTs [WHN+21].
cartwheel [CWX+21].

Cas12a [FHM+20].
cascade [KCP+21].
cascades [ZMM+20].

Caspase [HTL+21].

Catalytically [CBS+21].
catastrophe [FAHZ21, VZQ+21].
catenin [BJPH+20, HMT+21, MOS+20, NKS+21, SMS+20, GL20, vdGM22].
cationic [ATTF20].

cought [Dor20].
causative [Hökk22].
causes [KYR+22, KNiY+21].

Centriole-independent [WMS+22].
centrioles [ARCM20].

Centriole-independent [WMS+22].
centrin [CVT+21].

central [HESH+22, SBEB20].

centrin [RVNS21].

Centriole
[CYH+21, WMS+20, CWX+21, GGA21, IWI+21, LNY+22, NPdC+21, PKd+20, PSC+20, SYQ+22, TWH+21, VHPP+20, VDC+20].

Centriole-independent [WMS+20].

centrioles [KSS+20c, KSS+20b].
Centromere [LZC$^+$20, BDD20, CD21]. Centromere-localized [LZC$^+$20].
centromeres [DKC$^+$20]. Centromeric [CZTL21, FOR$^+$20, WLM$^+$21].
Centrosome [Zar20, AHQ20, MTR$^+$20, OZW$^+$21]. centrosome-linker
[AHQ20]. Centrosome-localized [Zar20]. centrosomes [RFL20, SdRVT$^+$21, VDC$^+$20]. CEP164C [ATS$^+$21]. CEP192 [CYH$^+$21].
[LYS$^+$20, GKR20]. chain [MLL$^+$20, TSL$^+$20]. chains [Rce20, SNN20].
changes [KYR$^+$22, MTR$^+$20, RLK$^+$20]. channel [LLLR20, VOR$^+$21, ZCD$^+$21]. channeling [PKH$^+$20]. channels [WLBS20].
chaperone [AAR$^+$21, EZA$^+$20]. chaperone-mediated [EZA$^+$20].
Chaperoning [ZY$^+$21]. characterization [TWH$^+$21]. CHC22 [CCFN$^+$20].
checkpoint [ACPR21, BP20, CSS20, HL21, JMB$^+$20, PKY$^+$20, PZ21, WLM$^+$21]. Chk2
[PZ21]. Chlamydomonas [LLW$^+$20]. Chm7 [TTM$^+$21]. CHMP2B
[DSY$^+$22]. CHMP7 [PS$^+$20]. cholesterol [LWD$^+$21, LHS$^+$22, WHN$^+$21].
cholesteric [ZVC$^+$21]. chromatid [RDL$^+$20]. chromatin [BCWM21, MSJ20, ME21, PSP$^+$21, SBEB20].
chromosomal [BDZ20, RDW$^+$20]. Chromosome [INM$^+$21, SDD$^+$22, TP20, CML20, CBJ$^+$21, CSOG$^+$20, KTT$^+$22, LZC$^+$20, PGB20, SPL$^+$20, SWT$^+$22, WLBS20]. Chromosomes
[GNL$^+$20, MYM$^+$21, SPRW20, Tsv20, WD$^+$21]. cilia [DRCRD$^+$22, DSG21, FY20, GSC$^+$20, GVA20, LLW$^+$20, MND$^+$20, SNN20, SCL$^+$21, ZBY$^+$21].
Ciliary [SvDSW$^+$20, FDG$^+$21, LSD$^+$21, MKD$^+$21, NYN$^+$21].
ciliogenesis [AT21, KRHP$^+$21, PKD$^+$20, PRB$^+$20, SYQ$^+$22]. ciliopathy [KRHP$^+$21].
circadian [KKRHP$^+$21]. cis [BLZ$^+$21]. cis-SNARE [BLZ$^+$21].
Citrullination [GSB$^+$20]. CIZ1 [SWT$^+$22]. CK1 [LTL$^+$20, DSY$^+$22].
CLASP2 [GOR$^+$20]. Class [BSOS20, BJSOS$^+$21, EZA$^+$20, LLBC$^+$20].
Clathrin [CJ$^+$22, Smy22, CDLZ$^+$22, CCFN$^+$20, CS20, CMM$^+$20, HSU$^+$20, MLL$^+$20, PHMD20, RLS$^+$20]. clathrin-coated [CDLZ$^+$22, CS20].
clathrin-mediated [CMM$^+$20, HSU$^+$20, PHMD20]. claudins [SFO$^+$21].
Cleaning [SMK20]. clearance [ICM20]. CLIP [HBDC$^+$20]. CLIP-170
[vdGM22]. closure [MLS20, PSS$^+$20]. clusterin [SMK20].
clustering [ORCT$^+$20]. clusters [BTF$^+$20]. Cnm1 [EBZ$^+$21, CL21]. coactivator
[ANRS$^+$20]. coat [SNN21, SLH$^+$20]. coated [CDLZ$^+$22, CS20, MLL$^+$20, Smy22]. code [ALPH20]. coenzyme [BBP$^+$20].
coherence [KR$^+$20]. cohesin [RDL$^+$20, SPL$^+$20]. cohesion
collaboration [LR$^+$20]. collapse [OCLB21]. collar [SNN$^+$21]. collateral
[CYL$^+$20]. collecting [BED$^+$21]. Collective [KIV$^+$20, BCC$^+$21, EM20].
colon [TG21]. colorectal [BDS$^+$21, MOS$^+$20]. combinations [DJ$^+$21].
Combinatorial [SLH$^+$20b]. combine [AH$^+$20]. comes [MP$^+$22]. common
[WDL+20, WM20]. Communicating [LVMFL20]. compaction
[BCWM21, ME21]. compartment [AFB+20, ESX+20].
compartmentalization [SDD+22]. compartments
[CCFN+20, FSC+22, KMK21]. compensation [KKZ+22]. compete
[BMM+20]. competence [HKG20]. Competition [LLW+21, BGM+21].
complements [RWSZ+20]. complete [GSP+20]. Completion [WKX+21].
complex [ATT+20, BZD+21, BLZ+21, GBBT+22, Goo20, HHGR21, HLGD20, HTL+21, HDO+20, HCK+20, KKKZ+22, KMW20, KRHP+21, KST+22, LDH+21, LZZ+21, LW20b, MRG+20, NKS+21, SLL+21, SYW+20, Tar21, WBH+21, YLC+21, ZXW+20]. complexes
[CPC+20, CLH+20, CWAT20, FPZ+22, GG20, KPA+16, KPA+20, KST+21, MHGM+22, SGN+20, TTK+20, YM21]. complexity [RCDMM20].
components [BS20a, HCK+20, ZPSS21]. composition
[BW20, WBH+21, YZW+20]. Computational [KST+21]. condensate
[CLL+21a, MKO+21]. condensate-organized [MKO+21]. condensates
[GMC+20, SCB+20, WCG+22]. condensation [KPA+16, KPA+20].
condensin [KTT+22, PCGB20]. condensin-dependent [PCGB20].
condensing [SPRBW20]. conditions [SHGG21]. cone [SHBF+20].
confined [SWS21b]. conformational [SMM+21]. Confounding [WA20].
congression [PCGB20]. connections [SVDSW+20]. connects [TMG+21].
connexin [KIV+20]. connexin-43 [KIV+20]. connexins [LRL+20].
Consensus [BOW+22, Bur21]. Conserved
[BVYW20, VFL20, AAF+20, GDB+20]. constitute [AHvR+20]. constrain
[WB20]. constriction [BJAR+21]. contact [AGW+20, AO20, BCS+21, CCH+21, EBZC+21, FCB21, FIK+05, FIK+20, KSN+22, KWD+20, KST+22, LAH+21, MND+20, Mc221, PWW+20, TNLPF20, WHN+21, dDFGP+21]. contact-induced [FIK+05, FIK+20]. contacts
[DZA+20, ESX+20, KSM+21b, KHB+22, KMK21, LW20b, SFO+21, WYL21]. contain [PDW+20]. containers [SNYA+21]. containing
[CJS+21, RPM+21]. content [YSR+21]. context [SH20]. contexts
[WDL+20]. contractile [BJAR+21, MBA+22, MHN20]. contractility
[EJBB+20, KSM+21b, TNC+20, WLM+20]. contraction [vLEM+20].
contributes [GNML+20, HKK+20, KTT+22, MSB+21, MLL+20].
contribution [HHT+20]. control
[Alm21, BLU21, BHK20, CFV+21, CSS20, DDD+20, DLZ+20, FBR+21, HIK20, HHH1, KRH+20, LAH+21, MEC+20, MBA+22, MSJ20, MCM+20, NvGK20, OMK+22, PSS+20, SBBJ21, TSL+20, TB20a]. controlling
[APL+21]. controls [BHS+21, CDD+22, CFD+20, CHPF+21a, CHPF+21b, CG21, EJBB+20, EM20, FGBD+21, GDB+20, GMIC+20, KCP+21, KAH+21, OZW+21, PRB+20, PAS+22, STY+20, SSF+22, VDC+20, WAK+20, ZJH22]. converge [AGW+20]. conversion [BHS+21]. cooperation [CLC+21].
cooperative [SLH+20b]. cooperatively [CYH+21]. coordinate
[BB20, LLK+22, PGW+21]. coordinated [NYN+21]. coordinates
[GKM+20, HI21, HDG22, MDV+21]. Coordinating [AR20]. coordination
degradation
[CNN+21]. cope [WPCB+21]. COPI [WPCB+21]. COPII [GNML+20, SNYA+21, SLH+20b]. copy [AMG+20]. core
[CDD+22, TWH+21, ZVC+21]. corona [ARCM+20]. Correction
[BJSOS+21, CHPF+21a, Col22a, FIK+20, GVD+20a, KPA+20, KSS+20b, MYK+21, MYK+22, SPT+21, SCK+20a, hYKO+20a, hYKO+21, YSC+21, DKCT+21, FOR+20]. correlative [vdDB+HLK+22]. cortex
[MSB+21, OMK+22]. Cortical [vLEM+20, BG22, yLHW+20, DYW+20, GKM+20, McC+21, OCLB21, SvDS+20]. corticogenesis [HYL+20].
cotransport [BS+20a]. countertransport [KSN+22]. couple [SBB+20].
Coupled [DFGP+21, TJAG+21]. couples
[DIY+20, EJBB+20, HSL+20, PGD+20]. Coupling
[HN+21, MMSP+20, NIG+20, BG22, FPZ+22]. CoV
[SCK+20a, MNvdS+20, SCK+20b]. COVID [CS21b, CS21c, CS21d].
COVID-19 [CS21b, CS21c, CS21d]. CP110 [SYQ+22]. CPC [WDJ+21].
CPT1C [CFD+20]. CRAC [ZCD+21]. crawls [BD+20]. create [CBC+20].
creates [SSHC+21]. Crippling [MNvdS+20]. CRISPR
[FHM+20, LHS+22, YSR+21]. CRISPR-Cas12α-assisted [FHM+20].
CRISPRi [KSM+21a]. cryptina [BWEHS+21]. Critical [YK+20, LNY+22].
Cross [VOR+21, DdCVT+22, EMEX+20]. cross-linking
[DdCVT+22, EMEX+20]. Cross-talk [VOR+21]. crossing [DCR+22].
crosslinker [SHB+20]. crosstalk [PAS+22]. crowding [GNML+20].
crucial [BB+20]. Cryo
[LLLR+20, FSC+22, NBI+22, PMB+20, SMM+21, GSP+20]. cryo-electron
[NBI+22, PMB+20]. Cryo-EM [LLLR+20, SMM+21, GSP+20]. cryo-ET
[FSC+22]. cryotomography [VA+20]. cryptic [OHY+20]. CTLs
curved [GOR+20]. cut [HL+21]. cyanobacteria [ABB+22]. cycle
[AMMK+22, GMC+20, IWI+21]. Cyclin
[JMB+20, HLGD+20, JMC+20, STS+21]. cycling [ESB+21]. CYRI
[Kin+21, LYP+21]. CYRI-A [LYP+21]. cytokinesis
[BJAR+21, Hic+22, MSC+20, STY+20]. cytoneme [JRGH+21]. Cytonemes
[WBH+21, WPM+21]. cytoplasmic [FY+20, MH+20]. Cytoskeletal
[Pro20, ALPH+20, PVY+21, PAS+22, YKSC+22]. cytoskeleton
[BCC+21, LDH+21, MYM+21, POL+20, SCL+21]. cytoskeletons [BG+22].
cytosolic [LLL+20]. cytotoxicity [DSY+22].

D1 [STS+21]. D54 [LLLC+20]. DAD [GCL+21]. Dam1 [FPZ+22]. damage
[CB+21, ITM+21, MRL+21, MFC+20, SGW+20]. DAPLE [MHGM+21].
Dbl1 [HMT+21]. death
[ABB+22, DRC+20, MRA+20, OMI+22, Ove+21, TWT+20]. defects
[HKK+20, RLV+20]. deficiency [KNIY+21, RLV+20, VTL+20]. deficient
[DMR+20]. defines [GA+20, LLBC+20, MRG+20, SNA+21]. Defining
[PKH+20]. deforms [MOK+22]. degeneration [Hö+22, KMD+20, LPM+22].
degradation [LGB+21, OCLB+21, PFPB+20, PE+22, SMK+20, SSF+22].
TSL+20, XZJ+21, ZS21, ZDGB+22. degradative [LFD+21, VOR+21].


Dendritic [LAH+21, BS20b, YCC+21]. Deorphanizing [KSS+20a].

dependent [ANRS+20, ABB+22, AANLL+20, AI+21, BD20, CCV+21, CLL+21b, DLZ+20, GFKR20, HDW+21, INM+21, KWD+20, LMRG20, LLA+21, LTK+21, LYS+20, MV+20, MC21, OKH+20, PMB+22, PHM+20, PGW+21, PFG+20, SF+20, SBE20, SFWB21, STY+20, YZW+20, ZSJE20].


directing [TEH+20]. directs [WDJ+21, ZMMM+20]. disassembly [AHQ20, MTR+20, SBV+20, YLH+21, ZBY+21]. DISCO [GGA21].


Distinct [LIM+20, CLH+21, FC+21, NBC+21, WDL+20, YMAS20].

distribute [WPM21]. distribution [CYU+21, DD+21, LLC+20, LW+21, PKH+20, ZMS+20, vdBD+22].

divergent [HYX+20]. diverse [VTL+20]. division [CCH+21, MDB+20, OMK+22, RSW+20, SPR+20, Tev20]. divisions [FAMQW22].

DNA [CWZ+20, CB+21, CBS+21, ITM+21, KSP+21, LLA+21, MRL+21, MSH+20, MV+20, MFC+20, MMC+20, PD+20, SSM+21, SBBJ+21, SG+20].

DNA-PK-AKT [MRL+21]. DNase [PZW+21]. do [Col22a, Col22b, SMD+21]. does [SNA+21]. domain
domains [SWT^+22]. Don [BW^+20]. downstream [AHvR^+20, KMD^+20, RLK^+20]. DRG [LYS^+20, GKF^+20], drink [Kin^+21], drive [DJU^+21, SH^+21, SWT^+22, SLH^+20, ZXM^+20]. driven [AANL^+20, SLL^+21]. drives [GLGL^+21, JMC^+20, LC^+20, MS^+20, NTA^+21, OCL^+21, P^+20, RPM^+21, VFL^+20, WLB^+20, YCC^+21, vLEM^+20].
duration [LAH^+21]. during [AMFW^+21, BCC^+21, BCWM^+21, BHK^+20, CS^+21, CS21, CWAT^+20, CLR^+20, DPM^+20, DHT^+22, EM20, FAMQ^+22, FGBD^+21, GMIC^+20, HHT^+20, Hi^+22, HY^+20, LMS^+21, LNY^+22, LD^+21, MTR^+20, MYM^+21, NBC^+21, P^+21, RLS^+20, STY^+20, SMC^+20, TP^+20, VCS^+22, WXM^+22, WAK^+20, hYK^+20a, hYKO^+20b, hYKO^+21]. dynactin [KRS^+21].
Dynamic [Kin^+21, Gui^+21, MS^+20], dynamically [MBA^+22]. Dynamics [HS^+20, AH^+20b, BPF^+21, BMM^+20, CDD^+22, GMB^+20, LAH^+21, LD^+21, LMI^+20, LSD^+21, MRL^+21, NVPP^+20, PPG^+21, PLL^+20, STY^+20, SMC^+20, WXM^+22, YPM^+21].

E-cadherin [HVP^+20]. E-catenin [SMS^+20]. E3 [BMM^+20, DMR^+20, LSD^+21, PE^+22, SSF^+22, TSL^+20]. E4orf4 [DRC^+20].
etrostatic [GCL^+21]. elegans
[DPM+20, HČK+20, JBV+20, LMJ+20, RCH+20, TP20]. **Elimination**
[AMFW+21], elongated [KSS+20b, KSS+20c]. elongating [UIS+22].
elongation [RMA21, YMAS20]. embryo [JBV+20, MS20]. embryonic
[JRGH21]. Emergence [ALPH20], enables [FDA21, HRS+20], encoded
[KLC+20, dCS+21]. encounter [HL21]. end [FAHZ21, RDL+20, SHGG21].
endo [GCL+21]. endo-plasma [GCL+21]. endocytic
[BSH+22, MLQ+21, YLH+21, dDFGP+21]. endocytosis
[CMM+20, EM20, GMIC+20, MC21, PHMD20, PGW+21, TOL+20, ZSJE20].
endogenous [BGM+21, vdBdHLK22]. endolysosomal
[BLU21, RCS22]. Endophilin [YCC+21]. Endosomal
[CSM+21, AAR+21, BBP+20, GCS+20, GMB+20, SPT+09, SPT+21, WMS+21, ZHW+21, ZDM+22].
Endosomal [SWS21b]. Endos [LKW+21]. Endosomal
[PFS+22, GLGL+21, KKN+21, OKH+20, WME22, vdBdHLK22]. endosome
[BLZ+21, KSN+22, MYK+20, MYK+21, MYK+22, PWL+20, RBL22, Sea21, YLH+21]. endosome-associated
[RBL22, YLH+21]. endosome-derived
[BLZ+21, MYK+20, MYK+21]. endosome-to-cell [Sea21]. endosomes
[MVM+20]. endothelial [CFV+21, CKM+20, KPM+22]. end
[Gui21, TSP21]. enforced [BRD+21]. engagement [IWI+21]. Engineered
[SHLS22, TB20a]. enhanced [MRL+21]. enhances [EZB+20]. enrichment
[KKZ+22]. ensure [IWI+21, JMB+20, MKO+21, YLH+21, Zar20]. ensures
[CSO+20, FCH21, HGK20, ZHW+21]. Entosis [AHvR+20, BDS+21].
etrocytosis [RFL20]. entry [AMMK+22]. envelope
[Köh21, LSD+20a, LW20b, LD20, PSS+20, PSP+21, TTM+21, VLBS20].
envelopes [SMD+21]. environment [ZAR+21]. enzyme [JBV+20]. EPH
[KSM+21b]. EPH/EPHRIN [KSM+21b]. EPHecting [McC21]. EPHRIN
[KSM+21b]. epidermal [BHS+21, NTA+21]. epigenetic [BHS+21, CD21].
epigenetically [DCK+20]. epigenomic [BDH+21]. epithelial
[AR20, BRB+20, CHS+22, DDD+20, DCS+20, DYW+20, FBR+21, GY20, MDV+21, OHY+20, PAS+22, QLC+20, WB20, vLEM+20, vGM22].
epithelial-to-neural [AR20]. epithelium [HDG22, SLES20].
epithelium-to-neural [SLES20]. EPLIN [GSC+20, LDH+21]. ER-bound
[LHS+22]. ER-lipid [DZA+20]. ER-mitochondria [CCH+21]. ERAD
[TS+20]. ERdj8 [hYKO+20a, hYKO+20b, hYKO+21]. ERM
[RCA+21, ZLS+21]. ERM-guided [RCA+21]. Ernst [TB20b]. erosion
[VZ+21]. error [DKCT21, FOR+20, RFL20]. error-free [RFL20]. escape
[CAW20, MP22a, PFS+22]. ESCRT
[LMRG20, LSD+20a, TTM+21, VLBS20, YZW+20]. ESCRT-dependent
[YZW+20]. ESCRT-III [VLBS20]. ESCRT-III-dependent [LMRG20].
ESCRTs [LD20]. essential [CLZ+20, PE22]. establish [CEM+20].
establishes [PPB+21]. esters [MYT+21]. estrogen [ANRS+20].
estrogen-dependent [ANRS+20]. Eukaryotic [KPM+22]. evasion
[AMG+20]. eviction [SPRWB20]. Evidence [DPM+20]. evoked [BS20b].
Evolving [CS20]. exchange [BRB+20]. excitatory [LLC+20]. exclusion
[Tev20]. exit


Godinho [O’D+20a]. goes [MP+21b]. Golgi [GVD+20a, Bur+21, CJ+22, GPL+21, GVD+20b, Low+21, NSB+21, PFPB+20, PBP+22, SBV+20, WHN+21, WPCB+21, Yam+21, ZSN+21].


granules [FMY+21, FPMS+21, MMSP+20, MP+22b, YPM+21]. GRASP55
[KCP+21, MLS20, RBL22, SHFB+20, ZHW+21]. GSK3 [KHB+22]. GTP
[AI+21]. GTP-dependent [AI+21]. GTPase [BLU21, KRS21, LD20].
GTPases [HHGR21, RLK22]. guidance [BMM+20]. guide [BKR+22].
guided [RCA+21, WJW+22].

hair-like [LLW+20]. Hands [GY20]. Haspin [HHT+20, PKY+20]. Hatched
[ME21]. HDAC6 [ORCT+20]. head [HGK20]. health
[KPG20, Pic20, TF20]. heart [BWEHS21]. heat [CLL+21b, FAS+21]. heavy
[MLL+20, TSL+20]. Hec1 [INM+21]. Hedgehog
[MKD+21, AT21, DSLP20, FDG+21, LLW+21, LSD+21, PRB+20]. height
Hematopoietic [BCS+21, Dus21, HZN+21, LD21]. hemichannels
[KIV+20]. Hemidesmosomes [WZT+20]. Heparan [ICM20, SMK20].
hepatocyte [BRD+21]. herniations [TTM+21]. heterogeneity
[LW20a, NGG+20, SRW+21]. heterotrimeric [MHS+20]. hide [MP22d].
High [BDH+21, FMY+21, KHF+20, RMM+21, WAOS+21, YSR+21].
High-content [YSR+21]. High-efficacy [WAOS+21]. High-fidelity
[FMY+21]. High-precision [RMM+21]. High-speed [KHF+20].
High-throughput [BDH+21]. Hippo [DYW+20, JMC+20, RSWP20]. HLH
[LMJ+20]. HLH-30 [LMJ+20]. hnRNP [TRJ+20]. home [CD21, Low21].
homeostasis [BBF+20, CSM+21, LTL+20, ZJH22, ZDM+22]. homologous
[MSH+20]. Hongyuan [Cas21]. HSPG [ZVC+21]. human
[ANRS+20, Bez22, BDD20, CCFN+20, CZTL21, CMN+22, CPS+22.
MFC+20, MPVD+21, TG21, VZQ+21, WU+21]. hybrid [CBS+21].
hybrids [SSHC21]. Hydroxylated [HSSK21]. hypervariable [KBN+21].
hypo [OMI22]. hypo-osmotic [OMI22]. hypoxia [CCH+21].
hypoxia-induced [CCH+21].

I-band [SGN+20]. I-mediated [KTT+22]. iASPP [MSB+21].
Identification [HCK+20]. identifies [DSMB20]. identity [TMG+21]. ides
[PE22]. IFT [DCRDC+22, PL22]. IGF1 [LJJ+21]. Igf2 [KKPH+21]. II
[yLHW+20, IvCD+21, PKY+20, UIS+22]. III [LMRG20, WLBS20]. IL1R
[DA CG+21]. Image [KSM+21a, SHA20]. Image-based [KSM+21a, SHA20].
imaging [CBS+21, KHF+20, NGG+20, SSHC21, UIS+22, YSR+21].
imaging-based [YSR+21]. immediate [ZS21]. immune
[AMG+20, DSG21, LJJ+21, MP21h, MP22a, NS20, RS22]. immunological
[ACPR21, BB20, LAH+21, WM20]. impact [ZS21].impairs [FOR+20].
import [AAR+21, MOS+20, YTH+20]. important
[LLA+21, PRB+20, SCB+20]. importin [EMEZ+20]. inactivation
[TKK+20]. inactive [CBS+21, SWT+22]. INAVA [CLL+21a]. INCENP
[PZ21]. incompletely [PDW+20]. increase [LPMA+22]. increasing
[BTF+20, Mc21]. Independent
[BS20a, AMMK+22, ACL+20, BRB+20, DSY+22, KTT+22, LSD+20a, OCB+21, SMHH+20, SFWB21, SOT+21, TNC+20, VFJ+20, WMS+20].

independently
[MY+21, OZW+21, SP+20, SFP+21, TNLPF+20]. Individual
[LSD+20b]. induce [AHQ+20, DRC+20, KMD+20]. induced [CCH+21, CLZ+20, CPS+22, FCT+20, FIK+05, FIK+20, HBDC+20, Hök+22, Ike+20, ITM+21, KIV+20, KHF+20, OMI+22, SHD+21, TRJ+20, YSC+21, YSC+02]. induces [BZD+20, EME+20, FWP+20, IvCD+21, NYN+21]. inducible [WHA+20].

inducing [RDW+20]. Induction [MPVD+21,STS+21]. inductive
[RWSZ+20]. infection [SCK+20b, SCK+20a]. inflamasome
[DHB+21, SLH+20a]. Inflamasomes [MNC+20]. inflammation
[HTL+21, WM+20, WAK+20]. influences [BW+20]. influx [Hö+22].

inheritance [MSJ+20, OCLB+21]. inhibiting [YSC+02, YSC+21]. Inhibition
[EZB+20, FIK+06, HGN+21, HTL+21, Kin+21, KST+22, MVM+20, TOL+20, FIK+20]. inhibitor [CMM+20]. inhibits
[CFV+21, FBR+21, RDL+20, ZLS+21]. initial [AH+20, TOL+20]. initiate
[CEM+20, KRHP+21, LZZ+21]. initiates [AT+21, FCT+20, RWSZ+20].

initiation [BR+20, KPM+22, LLA+21]. initiations [CW+21]. Innate
[MP+21b]. Inner
[MSJ+20, CMT+21, GBB+22, MOK+22, OCB+21, SOT+21, TNLPF+20].

Inp1 [HHD+20, KWD+20]. Inp1-dependent [KWD+20]. insertion
[BDH+21, CLC+21, KL+22]. insights [AHILR+22, YZY+20]. instability
[BZD+20, Gui+21]. insulin [Bog+21, GSP+20, LJJ+21, SHD+21].

insulin-induced [SHD+21]. insulin/IGF1 [LJJ+21]. intact [GVA+20].

integrates [KBR+22]. integration [AMMK+22]. integrin
[BJSOS+20, BJSOS+21, CLH+20, GDB+20, KST+22, LMS+21, LYP+21, SMC+20, WX+22]. integrins [LRL+20]. integrity [AZ+22, BED+21, CWAT+20, DDD+20, GMIC+20, MPKB+20, MDV+21, ZHW+21, vdGM+22].

interacting [CHS+22, FPZ+22, GMB+20]. interaction
[APL+21, CYL+20, DF+22, FIK+05, FIK+20, MSX+21, RLS+20, vdGM+22].

interactions [GCL+21, HH+21, IT+21, MDB+20, PYY+21, PPG+21, PSP+21, SvDSW+20, SLH+20b, TPM+21, ZWX+20]. interactome [CLH+21]. interacts [DRC+20, LL+20, YLC+21]. Interferon [RDW+20].

Interferon-stimulated [RDW+20]. interlocks [VOR+21]. intermediate
[BG+22]. interneurons [GM+20]. interphase [IWI+21, MN+20]. interplay
[BG+21]. interpretation [BG+21]. Intersection [ZMM+20].

Interviewing [CS+21a]. intra [CJ+22, LPMA+22, PFPB+20, WPCB+21].

intra-axonal [LPMA+22]. intra-Golgi [CJ+22, PFPB+20, WPCB+21].

Intracellular
[KMK+21, LMS+21, FSC+22, JMC+20, LLBC+20, NvGK+20, SBL+21, TF+20].

intrachromosomal [WJ+22]. intraflagellar [DSL+20]. intrinsic
[GKM+20, KBN+21, NS+20]. invadopodia
[AO+20, PZZW+21, SPS+20, ZMM+20]. invadosomes [VOR+21].


ligand-saturated [GSP+20]. ligands [KSS+20a, WPM21]. ligase
[AHY+21, DMR+20, LSD+21, PE22, SSF+22, ZCL+22, ZSJE20]. ligases
[BMM+20, TSL+20]. ligation [TPM+21]. light [BSB+21, Dri20].
light-regulated [BSB+21]. LIKE
[GCL+21, BS20b, BHK20, CGK+22, CSS20, FC21, GBBT+22, LLW+20,
MSC+20, NVPP20, OZW+21, SWT+22, SCL+21, TWY+22, WYG+20]. limited
[MND+20]. limiting [BED+21]. limits [ARCM20, LYP+21].
lineage [WDL+20]. lines [SDD+22]. linkage [PVYJ+21]. linker [AHQ20].
linking [DdCVT22, EMEZ+20]. links
[DSLP20, LML+21, MLQ+21, MOK+22, MFC+20, RSWP20, WB20]. Linton
[AO21]. Lipid [GCL+21, AHLR22, CYR+21, CT20, CEM+20, DZA+20,
DY21, Goo20, HYX+20, LHS+22, MYT+21, PKA20, PSS+20, RP21, RE20,
SM+21, SOT+21, WYG+20, WYL21, ZY21, ZHW+21, ZAR+21, ZDM+22]. lipidation
[FWP+20, FCHM20]. lipids [Cas21, CT20, Köh21, LLLR20].
lipogenesis [LML+21]. Liquid
[NWZ20, CPC+20, Dor20, KMK21, LLA+21, ZVM+20]. Live
[UIS+22, KLC+20, MP21d, dCS+21]. live-cell [KLC+20]. lived [BWEHS21].
LNCcetation [BDK21]. IncRNA [AMG+20, BDK21]. load [FPZ+22]. loaded
[MNC20]. loading [DCRDC+22, WAK+20]. lobe [AR20, SLES20]. Local
[BSH+22, NYN+21, NBI+22]. localization
[BDK21, DDD+20, DHTP22, FAS+21, FY20, MLvdL+21, RFL20, SSF+22]. localizations
[SHA20]. localized [HRS+20, LZC+20, SHLS22, Zar20]. localizes
[DZA+20, ZCL+22]. locally [LSD20b, ZLS+21, Zar20]. located
[Let20]. locomotion [KST+22]. Long
[BWEHS21, MTD20, GLGL+21, LLLR20, MPVD+21]. Long-lived
[BWEHS21]. long-term [GLGL+21, MPVD+21]. longer [MP21d]. loop
[FCHM20, KIV+20, KTT+22, LJJ+21]. Lose [Set21]. Loss
[BZD20, WLM+21, KNiY+21]. low [PDW+20]. loyal [VM21]. LPHN2
[CFV+21]. LRRK2 [SSF+22]. LTB [SMP+20]. Ltc1
[MVM20]. LUBAC [SYQ+22]. lumens [PMB+20].
luminal [CMT+21]. lumina [BRD+21]. luminal [CG21, LRM+20]. lung
[AMG+20, MTD20, PHAM+20]. LUZP1 [GSC+20]. Lymphocyte
[RC+21]. lysate [FMY+21]. Lysine [ALPH20]. lysosomal
[EEW+22, LHS+22, NGG+20, RCS22, dCTOG+20]. Lysosome
[YW21, KRS21, WCG+22, XZJ+21, YJX+20]. Lysosomes
[MP22d, AH20b, ATTFT20, FCT+20, LFD+21]. lytic [POL+20].

M [MP22d]. machine [SHA20]. machineries
[AGW+20, NBI+22, dDFGP+21]. machinery [BSH+22, VFL20, YTH+20].
macroH2A [KSP+21]. macromolecular [CWAT20]. macrophages
[BG21, EJBB+20]. macroinocytosis [YL+21]. macroinosomes
[LYP+21]. MAD1 [JMB+20, CSOG+20, HLGD20]. maintain
[GCNL21, HMT+21, IWI+21, LSD20b, WYL21]. maintaining
[AAF+20, RCS22]. maintains
[AZR+22, CSM+21, CZTL21, LFD+21, RDL+20, vdGM22]. maize
[MDB+20]. make [PVYJ+21]. makes [ASC20, Cas22]. mammalian
[FSC22, FMY+21, FHM+20, KRC+22, LSD20b, WLM+21, YSR+21].
manner [SOT+21]. map [EEW+22]. MAP1LC3C [BZC+21]. MAPK
[SWS+21b, WTS+21]. MAPK11 [MLQ+21]. MAPK11/14 [MLQ+21].
mapping [TPM+21, Dri20]. MARCH5 [PE22, ZCL+22]. Marilyn [SSB20].
Mark [AO21, Cas22]. marrow [BCS+21]. mass [DSMB20, NGG+20].
mastigonemes [LLW+20]. MASTL [TNC+20]. Material
[WCG+22, MTR+20]. maternal [MYM+21]. Matriptase [AHvR+20].
matrix [RS22, WMS+20]. maturation [CCV+21, CKM+20, FY20, GGA21,
MYL+20, MPV+21, NP4C+21, PHMD20, MYK+21, MYK+22].
mutation-dependent [CCV+21]. mature [YKSC+22]. may [MDB+20].
MCAK [FOR+20]. mcp-1 [SSO+20]. means [TSP21]. Mechanical
[BGM+21, KPM+22]. mechanics [SMHI+20]. Mechanism
[VKG+21, AHW+21, AHvR+20, BD20, KSS+20a, KTT+22, MSR+20].
Mechanisms [RP21, BJR+21, ME21, NBC+21]. mechanoactivation
[JML+21]. mechanoresponse [MDV+21]. Mechanosensitive
[LRL+20, VCS+22]. mechanosensory [SCL+21]. mechanotransducers
[DCS+20]. mechanotransduction [BB20]. mediate
[CJK+22, HVPM20, HHGR21, KPA+16, KPA+20, KSP+21, LMS+21,
RWS+20, YMH+20, YKSC+22]. mediated
[AAR+21, AHQ20, BJSOS+20, BJSOS+21, yLHW+20, CMM+20, CHZ+20,
CSOG+20, DCRDC+22, DHB+21, EZB+20, HSU+20, IvCD+21, KKP+21,
KTT+22, LLC+20, LJJ+21, LL22, NTA+21, NSB+21, OTOF21, OCB+21,
PWW+20, PHMD20, PAS+22, SNN+20, SGW+20, VZQ+21, WJJ+22,
WJWM20, ZLS+21, ZDGB+22]. mediates
[CCFN+20, CGK+22, CKM+20, DLZ+20, EBZC+21, FY20, HCL+21, Hök22,
HRB+21, ITM+21, KMK21, MDB+20, MOS+20, dCTOG+20]. meeting
[MS20]. meiosis
[CLR+20, DPM+20, OCLB21, STY+20, TP20, WLM+21, ZJH22]. meiotic
[BHK20, CML20, FAMQ22]. melanocyte [BS20b]. Membrane
[AO20, HZN+21, MS20, SPT+20, AHW+21, BLU21, CMT+21, CSM+21,
CWAT20, CLC+21, CM21, DLZ+20, EYC+20, FCT+20, FC21, FWP+20,
GCL+21, GBBT+22, HHD+20, KSN+22, KwA+20, KMK21, LML+21,
MND+20, MLS20, MMKM21, OCB+21, PZW21, PPG21, RCH+20, RBL+22,
SOT+21, SBV+20, SWS21b, TNLPF20, WHN+21, WLBS20, YZW+20,
ZMS+20, ZSJE20, SPT+21]. membrane-anchored [AHW+21].
Membrane-bound [HZN+21, KMK21, PZW21]. membranes
[LLLR20, MOK+22, MP22c, TTM+21]. mentor [VM21]. mesenchymal
[DCS+20]. metabolic [PKH+20]. metabolism
[LL22, SSO+20, SLM20, TMM+21, WYG+20, WYL21]. metabolite
[BVYV20]. metaphase [KMW20, PKY+20]. metastasis
[CRK+20, SPS+20]. metastasis-promoting [CRK+20]. method [TPM+21].
MICAL1 [HVP20]. mice [SMD+21]. MICOS [TNLPF20].


[SGW+20]. mouse [BWEHS21, MSX+21, SPL+20]. movement
[BJR+21, FIK+05, FIK+20, WDJ+21]. Moving [BD20, CS21b]. Mps1
[CSOG+20, SKN+21]. Mps1-mediated [CSOG+20]. MreB [PMB+22].
mRNA [FY20, MMSP20, PFS+22, PSC+20]. mRNAs [Zar20]. mRNP
[CLH21]. MS [DSMB20]. Msp300 [TRJ+20]. Msp300/Nesprin [TRJ+20].
Msp300/Nesprin-1 [TRJ+20]. MT1 [PWW+20, SPS+20]. MT1-MMP
[PWW+20, SPS+20]. MTCH2 [LML+21]. mtDNA [RPM+21].
mtDNA-containing [RPM+21]. mTORC1 [RRBW+21]. mTORC2
multiciliogenesis [LYN+22]. multitorganelle [HH22]. Multiple
[BB20, BDD20]. multiplexed [CLH+20]. Multivalent
[PVYJ+21, ZWX+20, SLH+20b]. muscle [AZR+22, LLX+21, SCB+20].
must [Ver21]. mutant [SMD+21, VGK+21]. mutation
[BJSOS+20, CWZ+20, VZY+20, BJSOS+21]. mutations [BJR+21]. Mutual
[JM+20]. Myc [YSC+02, YSC+21, SLL+21]. MYC-driven [SLL+21].
MyD88 [DACG+21]. Myddosome [DACG+21]. myelinated
[BS20a, MPKB+20]. myelination [HCL+21, WKX+21]. myofibers
[FCCH21]. myogenic [KKPH+21]. myosin
[yLHW+20, DLK+21, YKSC+22]. myotubulin [AAF+20].
myotubulin-related [AAF+20].

N [HMT+21, RDL+20, SBL+21]. N-end [RDL+20]. N-terminal [SBL+21].
Naegleria [BD20, VFL20]. Naips [DHB+21]. Nan [MP21b]. nanoscale
[PFS+22]. Nanoscopy [SGN+20]. nanovesicles [LMS+21]. natural
[CKR+20, POL+20]. Navigator [SHBF+20]. Navigator-1 [SHBF+20].
NCAM [HYL+20]. Ndc80 [FPZ+22, SKN+21]. near [DFG+21]. Necl
[FIK+20, FIK+05]. Necl-5 [FIK+20, FIK+05]. Necroptosis [Pic20].
necroptotic [KMD20]. nectin [FIK+05, FIK+20]. nectin-3
[FIK+05, FIK+20]. NEDD1 [CWX+21]. negatively [GCS+20]. Nek2
[AHQ20, VHPP+20]. Nek2-mediated [AHQ20]. Nem1 [CEM+20].
nematode [YMH+20]. neo [CD21]. neocentromere [MPVD+21]. Nesprin
network [CVT+21, GCNI21, RBL22]. networks
[BB20, EYC+20, WBR+20]. Neur [AR20]. neural
[AR20, Bez22, CPS+22, HYL+20, SLES20, STS21, WDL+20]. Neuralized
[CGK+22, SLES20]. Neuralized-like [CGK+22]. neurexin [KSS+20a].
NEURL4 [CGK+22]. neurodegenerative [HKK+20]. neurofascin
[AH20a]. neurofascin-186 [AH20a]. neuroinflammatory [KMD20].
nuromuscular [ORCT+20]. neuron [YMASH20]. Neuronal
[HDW+21, MPKB+20, RCS22, SLM20, BSB+21, KKN+21, SSO+20, Tar21,
TEH+20, WKX+21]. neurons
[GKFR20, LYS+20, PPB+21, STS21, XZJ+21]. neurotransmitter
[LLK+21]. Neutral [CT20]. neutrophil [BKR+22, SMC+20]. NF
[HKK+20]. NF- [HKK+20]. niche [LD21]. NKCC1b [MPKB+20]. NLRC4
overcome [PL22]. overexpression [SRW+21]. oxygen [CGBMC20, VTL+20, VOR+21]. oysterol [FDG+21].

[MLvdL^21, MAW^22]. Quantitative [vDbdHLK^22]. quiescence [AMMK^22].


reactivity [CPS^22]. ready [Ver21]. reality [WBR^20]. rear [XWM^22].

rearrangements [BZD^20]. rebalances [MBA^22]. rebuilding [CLL^21b].

receptor [AFB^20, CF^20, CLC^21, CHZ^20, GLGL^21, GSP^20, ICMM^20, LSD^21, TJA^21, VGK^21].

receptors [PPG^21]. Recognition [SSHC^21, AHY^21, HH2^1].

recombination [MSh^20]. Reconstitution [CMN^22, FMY^21].

reconstitutions [WTU^21].

reconstruction [LLL^20, MSX^21]. recruit [CYH^21]. recruited [BDD^20, CDLZ^22].

recreation [HHGR^21, KSP^21, MSR^20, PGD^20, WDJ^21].

recruits [ATTF^20, WYL^21].

recycles [SPS^20].

recycling [CJ^22, LGB^21, MLQ^21, PFS^22, Sea21, YLH^21].

Reduced [LJJ^21, BRB^20].

REEP4 [GBBT^22]. reference [SHA^20]. regenerates [LF^21].

regeneration [GSB^20, NTA^21].

region [KBN^21].

regions [BDD^20, FPZ^22].

regrowth [YMAS^20].

regulate [AGW^20, BMM^20, CDLZ^22, CF^20, CCV^21, CT^20, DSLP^20, GKM^20, HZN^21, KKP^21, Let20, LWD^21, LZZ^21, MH^20, NVPP^20, WCG^22, XHF^20, YLC^21, YJX^20, ZCL^22].

Regulated [AFB^20, MTR^20, PSS^20, ABB^22, BSB^21, HCL^21, RFL^20].

regulates [AAF^20, ATS^21, APL^21, DCK^20, DDD^20, DSY^22, DHB^21, DZA^20, DY^21, DHTP^22, FAS^21, GCN^21, GSB^20, GPL^21, GCS^20, GMB^20, HSSK^20, HBS^20, HDW^21, HYL^20, JBV^20, JRG^21, KSN^22, KPM^22, KKN^21, KSM^21b, KST^22, LL^22, LTL^20, LLL^21, LDH^21, LD^20, LSD^21, ORCT^20, OHY^20, PFPB^20, PLL^20, POL^20, REO^20, SMS^20, SHBF^20, SKN^21, SSO^20, SYQ^22, SPL^20, SMC^20, Tar^21, YTH^20, YZW^20].

Regulation [NSB^21, PPG^21, YW^21, AANL^20, BVYW^20, BSY^22, CML^20, ESB^21, G^21, GWR^21, KPH^21, KBN^21, LYP^21, MBW^22, PHMD^20, PRB^20, PPB^21, WYG^20, WHA^20, ZSJ^20, ZCD^21].

regulator [AMG^20, JML^21]. regulators [BZC^21, LH^22]. regulatory [DJ^21].

reinforce [KLB^22]. related [A^20]. relationships [KST^21].

relative [DKCT^21].

relaxation [yLHW^20].

release [BSB^21, CRZ^21, CSOG^20, GKF^20, JMB^20, LLL^21, LYS^20].
[SPL+20]. Scc1-cohesin [SPL+20]. SCF [BZD+21, HZN+21]. SCF-Fbxo42
[BZD+21]. science [MP21c]. scientist [VM21]. scramblases [LWD+21]. screening
[AFB+20, Bog21, CGBMC20, HBS+20]. secretory
[CCFN+20, MYK+20, MYK+21, MYK+22, SCK+20a, SCK+20b]. secures
[CHS+22]. segment [AH20a, TOL+20]. segregation
[CML20, CWZ+20, CBJ+21, CSOG+20, LZC+20, SPL+20, TP20]. seipin
[MYT+21, SOT+21, CEM+20, DY21]. seipin-independent [SOT+21]. selection
[ACPR+21]. Selective
[BZC+21, AHR+21, HH21, MOK+22, NSB+21, OCLB21, WAK+20]. selectively
[CMT+21, KKP+21, Yam+21]. selectivity [JRGH21]. self
[JRGH21]. self-organization [JRGH21]. SEM [MSX+21]. senescence
[BZD+20]. senescence-associated [BZD20]. senescent [BG+21]. Sensing
[CFD+20, HI21]. sensitive [CBS+21]. sensitization [LvCD+21]. sensor
[HYX+20, KLC+20, LLK+21, SLH+20a, WHN+21]. sensors [dCS+21]. separated
[WCG+22]. separation [CYU+21, Dor20, GWR+21, LNY+22, LL+21, NW+20, NKS+21, ZPS+21, ZVM+20]. SEPT9 [FRO+20]. septin
[KRS21, POL+20]. Septin2 [CKM+20]. septins [Cyr+21]. seq [BDH+21]. Sequential
[CCV+21, CJK+22]. sequestration [RLV+20]. serine
[RCRM20]. service [MRD+21]. severe [KN+21]. severing
[JBV+20, OCB+21]. Sf1 [RVNS+20]. SFQP [FPMS+21]. SFQP-RNA
[FPMS+21]. shape [DYW+20, FBR+21, KHR+20, MA20, MP22c, ZLS+21]. shaped
[SYW+20]. shapes [DLK+21]. Shaping
[FKA+20, CS+20, FSZ+22, K+22]. Shared [BPBPS22]. sheets [PAS+22]. SHH
[MND+20]. shields [YLH+21]. shock [FAS+21]. short [Ike+20]. SHP1
[XHF+20]. SHP2 [XHF+20]. shuttle [AMFW+21]. Sidekick [MBA+22]. SidK
[MAW+22]. Signal [FGBD+21, DSMB20, HKF+20, RAC+21]. signaling
[BS20b, BDS+21, CDLZ+22, CHZ+20, CB+21, DACC+21, DYW+20, DLP20, GL20, GCS+20, HRS+20, HRB+21, HTL+21, JMC+20, KMD20, LJJ+21, LLW+21, MHS+20, MLQ+21, MND+20, MP21b, NS20, PRB+20, PPB+21, RWS+20, RSWP20, SLS22, Smy+22, SWS+21b, TF20, TNC+20, TB+20a, WTS+21, XHF+20, YSC+22, YSC+21, ZMM+20, ZPS+21, ZDBG+22]. signals [AMMK+22, GKM+20]. silence [ME+21]. Silencing [BP+20, BHS+21]. Similarities [BG+21, DSG+21]. simply [BD+20]. Single
[SMM\textsuperscript{+21}, BDH\textsuperscript{+21}, FWP\textsuperscript{+20}, KHFK\textsuperscript{+20}, MLvdL\textsuperscript{+21}, NGG\textsuperscript{+20}, YMH\textsuperscript{+20}]. single-cell [BDH\textsuperscript{+21}, YMH\textsuperscript{+20}]. single-membrane [FWP\textsuperscript{+20}]. single-molecule [KHFK\textsuperscript{+20}, MLvdL\textsuperscript{+21}]. Single-particle [SMM\textsuperscript{+21}]. Sis1 [FAS\textsuperscript{+21}, KB21]. sister [RDL\textsuperscript{+20}, SWS\textsuperscript{+21a}]. site [EBZC\textsuperscript{+21}, KBN\textsuperscript{+21}, PHMD20, RVNS21, SNYA\textsuperscript{+21}]. sites [AGW\textsuperscript{+20}, A020, CCH\textsuperscript{+21}, CBC\textsuperscript{+20}, FC21, KSN\textsuperscript{+22}, KWdB\textsuperscript{+20}, PWW\textsuperscript{+20}, PGD\textsuperscript{+20}, RLS\textsuperscript{+20}, TNLPF20, UIS\textsuperscript{+22}, WHN\textsuperscript{+21}, dDFGP\textsuperscript{+21}]. situ [NBI\textsuperscript{+22}, PMB\textsuperscript{+20}]. size [DACG\textsuperscript{+21}, GCNL21, OZW\textsuperscript{+21}, OKM\textsuperscript{+22}, hYKO\textsuperscript{+20a}, hYKO\textsuperscript{+20b}, hYKO\textsuperscript{+21}]. skeletal [LLX\textsuperscript{+21}]. skin [NTA\textsuperscript{+21}]. Slik [DDD\textsuperscript{+20}]. SLX4 [ITM\textsuperscript{+21}]. SMAD3 [ZDGB\textsuperscript{+22}]. Small [CLL\textsuperscript{+21a}, WTS\textsuperscript{+21}]. Small-molecule [CLL\textsuperscript{+21a}]. SMC3 [RDL\textsuperscript{+20}]. smoothened [DSLP20, LSD\textsuperscript{+21}]. SNAP [Tar21]. SNAP23 [KNIY\textsuperscript{+21}]. SNARE [BLZ\textsuperscript{+21}, Tar21]. snubs [MRD21]. SNX [HH22, LC20]. SNX-RGS [HH22]. SNX13 [LHS\textsuperscript{+22}]. SNX27 [MLQ\textsuperscript{+21}, SPS\textsuperscript{+20}]. SNX9 [JGN\textsuperscript{+20}, LC20]. solely [BJSOS\textsuperscript{+20}, BJSOS\textsuperscript{+21}]. somatostatin [AFB\textsuperscript{+20}, GKM\textsuperscript{+20}]. Song [O\textsuperscript{D20}]. SORLA [SHD\textsuperscript{+21}]. sorting [AANLL\textsuperscript{+20}, GNML\textsuperscript{+20}, HDG22, LMRG20, LRM\textsuperscript{+20}, PKA20, WPCB\textsuperscript{+21}]. sorts [BLZ\textsuperscript{+21}]. source [Hic22]. span [ZJDR22]. Spatial [BHK20, PHMD20, KST\textsuperscript{+21}, MSC\textsuperscript{+20}, RRWB\textsuperscript{+21}]. spatially [CLH21]. Spatiotemporal [LK\textsuperscript{+21}, TB20a, GCNL21, WHA20]. spatiotemporally [FAMQ22]. SPB [ZJH22]. Specialist [MW21]. species [CBGM20, VOR\textsuperscript{+21}]. Specific [HH21, CBS\textsuperscript{+21}, KST\textsuperscript{+21}, PKD\textsuperscript{+20}, PBPBS22, UIS\textsuperscript{+22}]. specification [HYL\textsuperscript{+20}]. specificity [GMC\textsuperscript{+20}]. specify [WDL\textsuperscript{+20}]. speckle [DSMB20, KVG\textsuperscript{+20}]. Spectrin [DYW\textsuperscript{+20}]. spectrometry [DSMB20, NGG\textsuperscript{+20}]. spectrum [EEW\textsuperscript{+22}, WPCB\textsuperscript{+21}]. speed [KHFK\textsuperscript{+20}]. spermatogenesis [FY20]. SPG11 [HHGR21]. SPG15 [HHGR21]. sphingosine- [RCA\textsuperscript{+21}]. spindle [BP20, CYH\textsuperscript{+21}, EMEZ\textsuperscript{+20}, FDA21, GNL\textsuperscript{+20}, HESH\textsuperscript{+22}, JMB\textsuperscript{+20}, KRC\textsuperscript{+22}, KMW20, LSD20b, MSB\textsuperscript{+21}, MKO\textsuperscript{+21}, NBC\textsuperscript{+21}, RVNS21, SBE20, SMHH\textsuperscript{+20}, WMS\textsuperscript{+20}, WLM\textsuperscript{+21}]. spindle-independent [SMHH\textsuperscript{+20}]. spindles [SdlRVH\textsuperscript{+21}]. spine [BS20b]. spine-like [BS20b]. spines [YCC\textsuperscript{+21}]. splicing [MLL\textsuperscript{+20}, PSC\textsuperscript{+20}, SCB\textsuperscript{+20}]. spontaneous [MPVD\textsuperscript{+21}]. sprouting [YMAS20]. squad [SMK20]. squamous [MFC\textsuperscript{+20}]. SREBF2 [HCL\textsuperscript{+21}]. SREBF2-regulated [HCL\textsuperscript{+21}]. stability [DMR\textsuperscript{+20}, GSC\textsuperscript{+20}, LLX\textsuperscript{+21}, ORCT\textsuperscript{+20}, WLM\textsuperscript{+20}]. stabilize [RLS\textsuperscript{+20}]. stabilizes [ARC\textsuperscript{+20}, GOR\textsuperscript{+20}, SWS\textsuperscript{+21a}]. stabilizing [ZBY\textsuperscript{+21}]. Stable [MSJ20, ATS\textsuperscript{+21}, SMD\textsuperscript{+21}, WMS\textsuperscript{+21}]. stalled [DMR\textsuperscript{+20}]. stalling [CHFP\textsuperscript{+21a}, CHFP\textsuperscript{+21b}]. Starting [CS21d]. starvation [ATTF20, BCWM21]. starved [ME21]. state [CPC\textsuperscript{+20}, CRK\textsuperscript{+20}, JRGH21, PMB\textsuperscript{+22}, KB21]. staying [Dus21]. Stem [BDR20, AR20, BHS\textsuperscript{+21}, DCK\textsuperscript{+20}, Dus21, HZN\textsuperscript{+21}, JRGH21, LD21, LW20a, MMC20, NTA\textsuperscript{+21}, PD\textsuperscript{+20}, SLES20, STS21, TMG\textsuperscript{+21}, VZQ\textsuperscript{+21}].


tracks [MV20]. traffic [BSH+22, CCFN+20, HSU+20, WDB+21]. trafficking [BLU21, BSB+21, CFD+20, FCH21, KKN+21, LMS+21, LRM+20, MYK+20, MYK+21, MYK+22, PFHB+20, WLM+20, YMH+20].
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